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échéances

de

Février 2016

Éditorial

Outre les ateliers et réunions techniques déjà identifiés d’intérêts (lors des réunions de coordination
menées par le Service du Gouverneur) pour les industriels français, on pourra noter les événements
suivants qui seront organisés par le Secrétariat de l’AIEA, à Vienne, au cours du mois de février prochain :
 Le Technical Meeting “ Technical Meeting on Topical Issues in the Development of Nuclear Power
Infrastructure”, I5-TM-51750 (2 au 5 février) ;
 Le Technical Meeting “ Technical Meeting on Conducting Cyber-threat Assessments at Nuclear
Facilities”, J0-TM-52159 (9 au 12 février) ;
 Le Workshop “Workshop on Self-Assessment of Research Reactor Safety” (22 au 27 février)
 La Conférence Internationale “International Conference on Human and Organizational Aspects of
Assuring Nuclear Safety - Exploring 30 Years of Safety Culture”, J8-CN-237 350 (22 au 26 février)
Ailleurs dans le monde, on retiendra notamment la tenue, en Pologne, du “Technical Meeting on Strategic
Partnerships and Contract Models for the Expansion/Introduction of a Nuclear Power”, I2-TM-52851 (10 au
12 février).
Le Technical Meeting I5-TM-51750 est également l’occasion de permettre une rencontre, sous l’égide de
l’Ambassadrice, entre les employés français de l’AIEA (rejoints pour l’occasion par ceux de l’OTICE) et les
représentants industriels français présents.

Rappels sur la lettre mensuelle d’informations : Cette lettre comporte des tableaux compilant (i) des conférences internationales et des réunions
techniques organisées par l’AIEA et potentiellement d’intérêt pour les industriels français (autres que celles déjà identifiées lors des réunions de
coordination menées par le Service du Gouverneur : CEA-DRI), (ii) les besoins de l’AIEA en experts mis gratuitement à sa disposition par les Etats
membres (salaires et charges pris en charge par l’employeur), (iii) des appels d’offres commerciaux lancés par l’AIEA dans le cadre de l’United
Nations Global Marketplace et (iv) des postes vacants stratégiques.
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Une attention particulière sera portée aux offres d’emploi de l’AIEA qui propose, toujours de nombreux postes de
niveau P3, P4 et P5 pour lesquels des candidatures françaises sont tout à fait envisageables.
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Conférences internationales de l’AIEA

Conférence
International Conference on
Human and Organizational
Aspects of Assuring Nuclear
Safety – Exploring 30 Years of
Safety Culture

Objectif

Date

Lieu

Responsable AIEA

The overall purpose of the conference is to provide an opportunity for the
nuclear community to reflect on the pivotal role that human and
organizational aspects play in assuring safety. In particular, the objectives of
the conference will be to:
• Review the experience gained with regard to human and organizational
factors (HOF), safety culture and leadership for safety;
• Share and gather experiences related to current developments,
approaches, methods and research in the areas of HOF, safety culture
and leadership for safety; and
• Identify the future needs for building organizational resilience
capabilities in order to further strengthen defence in depth for nuclear
facilities and activities.
The special focus of the conference will be on safety culture and the past 30
years of developments in this area.
• Human and Organizational Factors
• Safety Culture/Culture for Safety
•
Leadership
and
Management
for
Safety
• The Systemic Approach to Safety (The Interaction between Human,
Technical and Organizational Factors)
• Resilience Engineering
• High Reliability Organizations
These areas will be reflected upon in the following perspectives:
• Lessons learned from the Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima
Daiichi accidents
• Lessons learned from other major events in the nuclear industry
• Lessons learned from other high hazard sectors and industries
• Current research and development
• Current approaches and practices
• Future demands and needs to assure safe performance

22–26
February
2016

Vienna,
Austria

Scientific
Secretariat
conference:

Date
limite
d’enregistrement
of

the

Ms Helen Rycraft
Senior Safety Officer (Safety Culture)
Division of Nuclear Installation
Safety
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22029
Email: SafetyCulture2016@iaea.org
Ms Monica Haage
Safety Officer (Safety Culture)
Division of Nuclear Installation
Safety
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22551
Email: SafetyCulture2016@iaea.org
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Electronic submission
of the synopsis
(including submission
of Forms A and B): 30
octobre 2015
Submission of grant
application (including
submission of Forms
A and C): 30 Octobre
2015
Notification of
acceptance of
papers: 1 October
2015 Electronic
submission of
accepted full papers:
27 November 2015
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Conférence
International Conference on
Effective Nuclear Regulatory
Systems: Sustaining
Improvements Globally
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Objectif

Date

Lieu

Responsable AIEA

The objective of this conference is to review and assess ways of further improving
the effectiveness of regulatory systems for nuclear facilities and activities for both
nuclear safety and nuclear security. The action items in the summary presented by
the President of the conference held in 2013 in Ottawa, the lessons of the Fukushima
Daiichi accident, the discussions at other international conferences and at
international experts’ meetings conducted within the framework of the IAEA Action
Plan on Nuclear Safety, as well as the CNS and the principles outlined in the Vienna
Declaration on Nuclear Safety, will continue to have a significant impact on
regulatory systems. All the aforementioned need to be taken into account to sustain
improvements to regulatory systems.
Topical Issue No. 1: Regulatory Lessons Learned and Actions Taken
Topical Issue No. 2: Challenges in Regulating Nuclear Installations
Topical Issue No. 3: Challenges in Regulating Radiation Sources and Radioactive
Waste
Topical Issue No. 4: Strengthening International Cooperation
Topical Issue No. 5: Strengthening Regulatory Competence

11 – 15
April 2016

Vienna,
Austria

Scientific Secretariat:
Mr Shahid Mallick
Head, Programme and Policy Unit
Safety and Security Coordination
Section
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 25673
Fax: +43 1 2600 7
Mr Lingquan Guo
Head, Knowledge Networks Unit
Safety and Security Coordination
Section
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26429
Fax: +43 1 2600 7
Email address of the scientific
secretariat: RegConf2016@iaea.org

International Conference on
Advancing the Global
Implementation of
Decommissioning and
Environmental Remediation
Programmes

The conference will share and review challenges, achievements and lessons learned
related to the decommissioning and environmental remediation programmes that
have been implemented during the past decade. Key goals will include raising
awareness of the importance of addressing the legacies from past activities,
identifying current priority needs and providing recommendations on the strategies
and approaches that can enable and enhance safe, secure and cost-effective
implementation of national and international programmes during the next one to
two decades.
• National policies and strategies to enable and enhance decommissioning and
environmental remediation
• Regulatory framework and standards for decommissioning and environmental
remediation
• Decision-making process: societal and stakeholder involvement during the life
cycle of decommissioning and environmental remediation projects
• Technical and technological aspects of decommissioning and environmental
remediation (involving parallel sessions for decommissioning and environmental
remediation)
• Project management and supply chain considerations
• Optimizing waste and materials management in decommissioning and
environmental remediation
• International cooperation

23–27
May 2016

Madrid,
Spain

Scientific Secretaries:
Mr Patrick O’Sullivan
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Waste Technology
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22660
Mr Horst Monken-Fernandes
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Waste Technology
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 24673
Mr Vladan Ljubenov
Division of Radiation, Transport and
Waste Safety
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22553
Joint email address:
Decommissioning-andEnvironmental-Remediation2016@iaea.org
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Date
limite
d’enregistrement
Electronic submission
of extended synopsis
including submission
of
Forms A and B
through official
channels: 19 October
2015
Submission of Grant
Application (Form C)
and Participation
Form
(Form A) through
official channels: 19
October 2015
Notification of
acceptance of paper:
16 November 2015
Electronic submission
of contributed paper:
18 January 2016
Submission of Form B
and abstract: 16
November 2015
Submission of Form
C: 16 November
2015
Notification of
acceptance of
synopsis: 31
December 2015
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Conférence

Objectif

Date

Lieu

Responsable AIEA

International Conference on
Integrated Medical Imaging in
Cardiovascular Diseases
(IMIC 2016)

Medical imaging, including molecular nuclear medicine, is extremely important in
that it offers strategic advantages in both diagnostic and therapeutic decisionmaking. It provides invaluable inputs for different stages of CVD management,
including diagnosis, staging, treatment, prognosis and follow-up. Medical imaging
includes techniques such as single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT),
positron emission tomography (PET), echocardiography, computed tomography (CT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). These techniques represent very useful tools
to understand the pathology of individual patients in detail and can therefore serve
to facilitate specifically tailored clinical management. Each imaging modality has its
advantages and limitations which need to be understood properly by health care
professionals dealing with CVDs. Given their high usefulness, integrating these
techniques into the health care systems of Member States can provide an invaluable
contribution to improving CVD management. Many Member States are already
actively using, have recently implemented or are planning to acquire the relevant
medical imaging techniques.
Capacity building is at the core of IAEA activities, with the ultimate goal in the area of
human health being to strengthen the human and technical expertise of Member
States to address health challenges in a sustainable and self-resilient manner. The
IAEA has been applying many approaches for capacity building in Member States to
allow them to optimally utilize medical imaging technologies. These approaches
include training courses, fellowships, expert missions and conferences, to name a
few.

10 - 14
October
2016

Vienna,
Austria

Ms Diana Paez
Nuclear Medicine and Diagnostic
Imaging Section
Division of Human Health
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21670
Email: D.Paez@iaea.org

With a number of next-step fusion devices currently being implemented — such as
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) in Cadarache, France,
and the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in Livermore, United States of America — and
in view of the concomitant need to demonstrate the technological feasibility of
fusion power plants as well as the economic viability of this method of energy
production, the fusion community is now facing new challenges. The way these
challenges are addressed will dictate research orientations in the present and
coming decades.
The scientific scope of FEC 2016 is, therefore, intended to reflect the priorities of this
new era in fusion energy research. The conference aims to serve as a platform for
sharing the results of research and development efforts in both national and
international fusion experiments that have been shaped by these new priorities, and
to thereby help in pinpointing worldwide advances in fusion theory, experiments,
technology, engineering, safety and socio-economics. Furthermore, the conference
will also set these results against the backdrop of the requirements for a net energy
producing fusion device and a fusion power plant in general, and will thus help in
defining the way forward.

17–22
October
2016

26th IAEA Fusion Energy
Conference

Mr Ravi Kashyap
Nuclear Medicine and Diagnostic
Imaging Section
Division of Human Health
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21676
Email: R.Kashyap@iaea.org

Date
limite
d’enregistrement
Submission of Form
B and abstract: 31
March 2016
Submission of Form
C: 31 March 2016
Notification of
acceptance of
abstracts: mid-May
2016

Mr Joao Alberto Osso Junior
Radioisotope Products and Radiation
Technology Section
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21748
Email: J.A.Osso-Junior@iaea.org

Kyoto
JAPAN

Mr Ralf Kaiser
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21756
Ms Sehila M. González de Vicente
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21753
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14 February and 13
March 2016.
Participation Form
(Form A)
Form for Submission
of a Paper (Form B)
These forms must be
received by the IAEA
no later than 1 April
2016.
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Third International
Conference on Nuclear
Knowledge Management –
Challenges and Approaches

Conference
ID: 50805 (CN-241)

Through the presentation and discussion of issues and solutions related to building,
collecting, transferring, sharing, maintaining, preserving and utilizing knowledge, the
conference will aim to improve awareness of the importance of knowledge
management (KM) in the nuclear sector. Member States will have the opportunity to
strengthen their capabilities in this area by learning from the experiences of other
Member States and other stakeholders.
This conference is a follow-up to the first and second international conferences
organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on nuclear knowledge
management, held in 2004 in Saclay, France, and in 2007 in Vienna, Austria,
respectively. It also builds on the outcomes of the IAEA-organized international
conferences on human resource development held in 2010 in Abu Dhabi, United
Arab Emirates, and in 2014 in Vienna, Austria
The conference will consist of both plenary and parallel sessions, blending high-level,
keynote sessions (which will address strategic and cross-cutting aspects of KM) with
more practical sessions (which will include experience sharing through case studies
of practices in, and approaches to, KM systems and techniques). The event will
feature exhibitions, forums and panels, as well as tutorials and workshops. Computer
and display technology will be deployed to support interactive poster sessions and
communication platforms. Access to, and dissemination of, conference materials will
be facilitated through a conference web page. Hospitality events and evening social
events are also planned for participants and their partners.
The scope of the conference will be articulated through thematic tracks, exploring
both cross-cutting aspects of nuclear KM and elements that are more prominent in,
and specific to, distinct applications of nuclear power and technology. The planned
thematic tracks are described below in terms of pertinent topics and interested
stakeholders.
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7–11
November
2016

Vienna,
Austria

Scientific Secretaries:
Mr John de Grosbois
Nuclear Knowledge Management
Section
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22883
Email: NKM-Conference@iaea.org
Ms Maria Elena Urso
Nuclear Knowledge Management
Section
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26579
Email: NKM-Conference@iaea.org
Administration and organization:
Ms Karen Morrison
Conference Services Section
Division
of
Conference
and
Document Services
Department of Management
IAEA-CN-241
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21317
Email: K.Morrison@iaea.org
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Submission of Form B
and papers:
28 February 2016
Submission of Form
C:
28 February 2016
Notification of
acceptance of
papers:
Mid-May 2016
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Conférence
International Conference on
the Safety of Radioactive
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Objectif

Date

Lieu

Responsable AIEA

Date
limite
d’enregistrement

-

21-25
November
2016

À
définir

-

-

Following the successful International Conference on Nuclear Security: Enhancing
Global Efforts held in Vienna, Austria, in July 2013, the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) is organizing a second conference in this area — the
International Conference on Nuclear Security: Commitments and Actions — at its
Headquarters in Vienna, Austria, from 5 to 9 December 2016. The 2013
conference attracted more than 1300 registered participants from 125 Member
States, 34 of which were represented at ministerial level, and 21
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations. The 2016 conference is
expected to engender an even greater level of interest.
The conference is being convened to discuss the national and international
community’s experiences and achievements to date in strengthening nuclear
security; to enhance understanding of current approaches to nuclear security
worldwide; to identify trends; and to provide an inclusive forum at which
ministers, policymakers, senior officials and nuclear security experts can formulate
and exchange views on future directions and priorities for nuclear security and
how these may evolve.
The conference will be the ideal forum to:
•
Raise awareness of nuclear security;
•
Review the current status of nuclear security efforts and existing
approaches, emerging trends and areas that may still need to be addressed;
•
Consider the medium and long term objectives and priorities for nuclear
security and how current approaches may evolve to address these and to meet
future challenges;
•
Promote universalization of the key international legal instruments for
nuclear security;
•
Promote international nuclear security guidance and its use by States;
•
Review technological developments in nuclear security;
•
Promote sharing of information and good practices in nuclear security,
with due regard to the protection of sensitive information;
•
Promote stronger nuclear security culture;
•
Support capacity building to help sustain national nuclear security
regimes;
•
Encourage diverse participation in such conferences, including increased
representation of women, early career professionals and individuals from
developing countries; and
•
Reaffirm and support the central role of the IAEA in strengthening the
nuclear security framework globally and leading the coordination of international
activities in the field of nuclear security, whilst avoiding duplication and overlap.

5-9
December
2016

Vienna,
Austria

Mr Khammar Mrabit
Director
Division of Nuclear Security
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26630

Electronic submission
of synopsis, including
submission of Forms
A and B, through
official channels:
13 May 2016

Waste Management

Conference
ID: 50807 (CN-242)
International Conference on
Nuclear Security:
Commitments and Actions

Conference
ID: 50809 (CN-244

Ms Rhonda Evans
Senior Nuclear Security Officer
Office of the Director
Division of Nuclear Security
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21837
Email address of the Scientific
Secretariat:
NuclearSecurity2016@iaea.org

Submission of Grant
Application Form
(Form C) and
Participation Form
(Form A) through
official channels:
13 May 2016
Notification of
acceptance of paper:
29 July 2016
Electronic submission
of full paper (10
pages max.):
31 October 2016

 : Pour les inscriptions à ces conférences internationales, consulter les liens dédiés (dans la première colonne). Pour plus d’annonces de conférences, consulter le site de l’AIEA au lien
suivant : http://www-pub.iaea.org/iaeameetings/.
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Besoins prévisionnels d’experts à titre gracieux (Cost Free Experts) à l’AIEA ( 2013 – 2015)

Position

Département

Division

Management (MT)

O/DDG-MT

Management (MT)
Management (MT)

MTIT
MTIT

Business Solutions Section (BSS)
Infrastructure Services Section (ISS)

Senior Nuclear Engineer

Nuclear Energy (NE)

NENP

Groupe des Infrastructures intégrées (INIG)

Nuclear Engineer

Nuclear Energy (NE)

NENP

Projet international INPRO

Environmental Remediation Specialist
Energy Analyst

Nuclear Energy (NE)
Nuclear Energy (NE)

NEFW
O/DDG-NE

Waste and Technology Section (WTS)

Knowledge Management Specialist

Nuclear Energy (NE)

O/DDG-NE

Nuclear Knowledge Management Section (NKM)

P4

Senior Safety Officer
Senior Safety Officer
Senior Safety Officer
Safety Officer
Radition Safety Specialist

Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)

NSNI
NSNI
NSNI
NSNI
NSRW

P5
P5
P5
P4
P4

VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC

Radition Safety Specialist

Nuclear security and safety (NS)

NSRW

Regulatory Activities Section (RAS)
Safety Assessment Section (SAS)
Research Reactor Safety Section (RRSS)
International Seismic Safety Center (ISSC)
Radiation Safety and Monitoring Section (RSM)
Regulatory Infrastructure and Transport Safety
Section (RIT)

P4

VIC

Senior Physical and Technical Security
Specialist
Application Security Engineer
IT Systems Engineer

Section/groupe

Grade

Durée du contrat

Lieu

P4

18 mois

VIC

P3
P3
P4 or
P5
P4 or
P5

1 à 2 ans
1 à 2 ans

VIC
VIC

3 ans

VIC

3 ans

VIC
VIC
VIC
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1 an (extension
possible)

VIC
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Offres de consultances à l’AIEA
Intitulé du poste

Social Media Video
Consultant

Descriptif/Rôle

To redesign the IAEA's main YouTube channel and produce videos
on a wide range of subjects that are suitable for web and social
media audiences.

Département

Grade

Contrat

Office of Public
Information and
Communication (OPIC)

Duration in
Months: 12
Contract Type:
Special Service
Agreement SSA

Office of Public
Information and
Communication (OPIC)
Web, Digital Media
and Public Information
Materials Section

Duration in
Months: 3
Contract Type:
Special Service
Agreement SSA

Date limite de
candidature
Closing Date:
2016-02-22,
11:59:00 PM

To develop a marketing and distribution strategy for the IAEA
Bulletin in order to position it as an authoritative source on the
peaceful use of nuclear technologies, and increase its readership
and reach, both through online and offline dissemination.
The consultant will work under the direction of the Head of Section,
Web, Digital Media and Public Information Materials and in close
collaboration with the Public Information Specialist responsible for
the Bulletin.
TALOPIC20160111004

Marketing
Consultancy (IAEA
Bulletin) -

Background:
The IAEA Bulletin has been produced since 1958 and is the IAEA's
flagship publication. It has limited circulation in print (around 300
copies in 6 languages per issue) and on the web (44 000 page views
per year).
The published version of the Bulletin continues to be used as a
reference tool for stakeholders as well as for experts on issues
relating to the IAEA's policy and work. In some low and middle
income countries, where access to new communication tools is
much slower, the print edition of the Bulletin can be of particular
value/interest.
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Closing Date:
2016-03-01,
11:59:00 PM
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Référence

TALOPIC20160111001

Intitulé du poste

Descriptif/Rôle

Search Engine
Optimization (SEO)
and Web Metrics
Analysis Consultancy

To better understand how hybrid hosting and the new GTM are
affecting overall web traffic trends and site optimization, the
consultant will:
review and analyze the site's overall content, organization and
structure and give recommendations as to how best to monitor and
analyze web traffic trends and usage.
identify key performance indicators (KPIs) for overall traffic and
subsite traffic and a way to measure these on a regular basis within
GTM.
develop a strategy for optimizing the IAEA.org web site for different
types of results, i.e. web search engine rankings, and
performance/usability on different platforms and devices.
conduct a review and analysis of the site's content and structure.
provide advice on configuring Google Tag Manager for optimum
performance, as well as recommendations on efficiently analyzing
web metrics to understand site and user behaviours.
provide technical advice on web site development, including best
practice in the use of hosting services, universal resource locators
(URLs), redirects, error pages, use of JavaScript.
provide recommendations for keyword and metadata search.
provide SEO training and web metrics analysis training to staff.
analyze Google analytics and site search data, both external and
internal, and advise on the kind of information being searched for by
the external audience.
Based on the duties above, the consultant will provide the following
deliverables:
Recommendations for efficient GTM configuration/implementation
across different IAEA server environments.
Relevant training for staff on GTM configuration and web metrics
analysis.
A prototype document for monthly and quarterly reporting of key
web metrics, including analysis of data.
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Grade
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Contrat

Date limite de
candidature
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Référence

Intitulé du poste

Descriptif/Rôle
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Département

Grade

Contrat

Date limite de
candidature

To develop the specifications for the new intranet, including page
flow, user interfaces, wireframes and design.

TALOPIC20160111002

Business Analyst:
Intranet Consultancy

The consultant will be working under the direction of the Head of
Section, Web, Digital Media and Public Information Materials and in
close cooperation with the Public Information Officer (Internet) and
the Division of Information Technology.
Background:
The IAEA has developed an internal communications plan as a tool
for increasing efficiency, improving consistency in messaging and
staff commitment, and fostering cooperation and knowledge
sharing. The plan includes high-level definitions for a new intranet.

Office of Public
Information and
Communication (OPIC)
Web, Digital Media and
Public Information
Materials Section
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Duration in
Months: 4
Contract Type:
Special Service
Agreement SSA

Closing Date:
2016-03-01,
11:59:00 PM
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Postes vacants à l’AIEA
Intitulé du
poste

2015/0345
(125601)

Senior Nuclear
Security Officer
(IPPAS)
Réouverture de
poste

(2015/0167
(013347)

Unit Head (3E
Analysis)
Réouverture de
poste

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

The Senior Nuclear Security Officer Physical Protection Advisory Service (IPPAS) is: (1) a programme
planner and project integrator, leading programme planning, design and delivery of IPPAS related activities
as part of the implementation of the Nuclear Security Plan, 2014-2017, in response to Member States’
requests, and monitoring and supervising their implementation; (2) a recognized expert in nuclear security,
to support nuclear security activities; (3) a coordinator and manager of missions and projects of particular
technical complexity and/or sensitivity involving the participation of experts from Member States; (4) a
scientific secretary to international scientific meetings related to nuclear security, overseeing the
preparation and editing of scientific or technical reports, manuals, proceedings and other publications that
provide nuclear security guidance, as well as scientific or technical documentation and papers for
discussions; and (5) a substantive contributor, providing inputs to the development, documentation and
implementation of nuclear security services/support plans.
Contribute to the strategic direction, programming and budgeting of the Subprogramme on Energy,
Economic, and Environmental (3E) Analysis.
Plan, manage and implement activities related to the evaluation of nuclear energy in the context of
sustainable development objectives based on a set of performance criteria/indicators. This includes
representing the IAEA in, and contributing to, intergovernmental events and efforts dealing with issues
such as trans-boundary pollution, climate change and sustainable energy development.
Co-ordinate and advance the quantification/application of indicators for sustainable energy development
and other indicator sets developed by the IAEA.
Implement specific energy, electricity and nuclear power planning studies and project feasibility studies in
developing Member States. This includes participation in training courses and missions in support of
energy, electricity and nuclear power planning in developing Member States under the IAEA's Technical Cooperation Programme.
Prepare reports and background papers on special topics related to energy, electricity and nuclear power
in the context of sustainable energy development, for the use of IAEA staff and management in their work,
for presentation in international meetings, and in support of co-operative projects with other
organizations.
Act as Scientific Secretary for symposia, seminars, workshops and other technical meetings (advisory group
meetings, technical meetings, consultancy meetings) conducted by the IAEA in connection with the above
activities.
Conduct studies on the integration of nuclear power in future energy systems consisting of high shares of
renewable energy, considering the potential 3E advantages of flexible applications of nuclear to produce
electricity and process heat.
Interact with other IAEA Departments/Divisions on collaborative activities (e.g., nuclear applications,
safety) and within the Department (e.g., infrastructure, nuclear power, small & medium-sized reactors,
GenIV reactors, advanced nuclear fuel cycles, and nuclear waste management).
Represent the IAEA at meetings of the UN system organizations (UNIDO) as well as of other intergovernmental and non-governmental institutions (UNFCCC, IPCC, OECD, WEC, etc.). Particular emphasis
placed on joint activities with OECD-Nuclear Energy Agency and European Commission in the areas of
nuclear energy economics and collection of techno-economic data.

Department of
Nuclear Safety and
Security
Division of Nuclear
Security (NSNS)
Nuclear Security of
Materials and Facilities
Section

P5

Duration
in
Months: 24
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Extrabudgetary

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date: 201602-06,
11:59:00
PM

Department of
Nuclear Energy
Planning and
Economic Studies
Section

P5

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date: 201602-13,
11:59:00
PM

Grade
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Intitulé du
poste

PIPENGINEERING002

Talent Pipeline
for Engineering
Professionals
and Experts -

PIP_BusAnalyst001

Business Analyst
(Department of
Safeguards)
(two posts) -

2015/0519
(010423)

Planning Officer
(TC)
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Descriptif/Rôle

Département

Reporting to a Section/Unit Head, Nuclear Engineering or Technical Engineering professionals and experts
are recognized specialists or authorities in one or more of the following fields (list includes, but is not is
limited to)

Civil Engineering (Environmental, Geotechnical, Structural, Transport, Water Resources...)

Chemical Engineering ( Materials, Processing...)

Electrical Engineering (Computer, Electronic, Optical, Power...)

Mechanical Engineering (Manufacturing, Thermal, Vehicle...)

Systems Engineering (Agricultural, Applied, Biological, Building Services, Energy, Industrial,
Nuclear)
Work with users in defining and documenting departmental business functions and processes.
Work with Member State Support Programmes in defining and implementing the software and hardware
requirements for the information systems to be provided.
Acts as a liaison between departmental end-users, technical analysts, information technology analysts,
consultants and other organizational units in the analysis, design, configuration, testing and maintenance
of business systems to ensure optimal operational performance.
Analyze the feasibility of, and develop requirements for, new systems and enhancements to existing
systems; ensures the system design fits the needs of the users.
Identify opportunities for improving business processes through information systems and/or non-system
driver changes; assists in the preparation of proposals to develop new systems and/or operational
changes.
Perform quality control and quality assurance of the software developed to ensure that it meets user
requirements, is properly tested, adequately documented and conforms to established standards designed
to promote reliability, accuracy, ease of use and maintainability.
Review development programme issues and identify opportunities for the application of nuclear
technology solutions.
• Review development programme and project proposals and identify opportunities to develop
partnerships and to raise awareness of the positive contribution of nuclear applications to development in
the areas of in health, nutrition, food and agriculture, water, climate and environment etc.
• Advise and support Regional Divisions in their outreach and partnership efforts with inter-governmental,
bilateral and non-governmental partners.
• Analyse and advise on donor priorities and interests, resource mobilization trends and opportunities and
contribute to the development of bankable projects.
• Undertake empirical research and analysis of trends, socio-economic issues, development and policy
issues relevant to the Agency mandate, formulate and monitor outcomes and outputs for strategic
planning, and propose adjustments to TC strategy taking into account changing programme requirements.
• Translate the analysis of relevant global development issues and trends into reports, communications,
policy proposal and position papers with a focus on priorities of inter-governmental, bilateral and nongovernmental partners and on resource mobilization opportunities.
• Identify best practice and enabling conditions for TCP, such as resource pooling, identifying synergies and
partnerships with key stakeholders.

-

Grade

Contrat

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date: 201604-04,
10:59:00
PM

-

-

Department of
Safeguards
Project Section
provides ICT

P3

-

Closing
Date: 201602-05,
11:59:00
PM

Department of
Technical Cooperation
(TC)
Division of Programme
Support and
Coordination
Strategy and
Partnership Section
(TCSPS)

P3

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date: 201602-26,
11:59:00
PM
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Intitulé du
poste

2016/0057
(012706)

Emergency
Preparedness
Coordinator

2016/0063
(018723)

ERP Specialist
(Payroll)
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Descriptif/Rôle

Département

Plan, direct, co-ordinate and monitor implementation and supervise the activities in the area of
strengthening Member States' preparedness in accordance with Member States' needs, including but
not limited to Safety Standards and compliance of Member States with the requirements of the IAEA's
Safety Standards in the area of preparedness for response to nuclear and radiological incidents and
emergencies, and Emergency Preparedness Reviews (EPREVs).
• Manage the development, maintenance and provision for application of Safety Standards, operational
guidelines, and technical tools in the area of preparedness for response to nuclear and radiological
incidents and emergencies, taking into account feedback on their application, lessons learned from
response to actual emergencies and exercises, and emerging technical developments and trends.
• Provide expert technical knowledge, guidance, and advice to Member States on the development and
implementation of programmes of preparedness for response to nuclear and radiological incidents and
emergencies.
• Oversee the technical support for technical cooperation projects that provide related assistance to
Member States.
• Maintain agreements and cooperation with the relevant international organizations in programmes of
preparedness for response to nuclear and radiological incidents and emergencies.
• Carry out duties as on-call Emergency Response Manager within the IAEA's Incident and Emergency
System (IES), participate in associated training and exercises, and provide technical support as required
when the IEC is activated.
The ERP Specialist (Payroll) is: 1) a functional and technical knowledge expert, having strong knowledge
of Oracle Payroll and several Oracle eBusiness Suite modules including, Labour Distribution, Oracle
HRMS, Interfaces with Oracle Grants, Oracle Projects, Oracle Payments, Oracle technical (SQL/PLSQL,
Workflow, AOL, BI Publisher Reporting) and the corresponding business processes, and 2) a levels 2 and
3 support agent, addressing issues and requests not resolved by the first level staff. The knowledge is
applied to address incidents and problems as well as design and implement changes independently
related to the above areas of the AIPS system. The role also requires working efficiently with
contractors, system integrators and consultants. This includes prioritization of tasks, managing and
assessing performance, mentoring and offering guidance with respect to both the IAEA organizational
goals and AIPS objectives.

Department of
Nuclear Safety and
Security (NS)
Incident and
Emergency Centre
(IEC)

P5

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date: 201602-12,
11:59:00
PM

Department of
Management (MT)

P3

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date: 201602-16,
11:59:00
PM

Grade
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2016/0064
(127718)

Nuclear
Engineer (INIR)

2016/0094
(137359)

Associate
Quality
Management
Officer (NSRW)

2016/0055
(127685)

Senior
Safeguards
Analyst
(Statistical
Data)

• Plan, implement and evaluate projects in capacity building for infrastructure development in
collaboration with technical experts from inside and outside the Section.
• As a technical officer, backstop technical cooperation projects in the subject area, evaluating
proposals and planning and implementing activities; review the results achieved and conduct analysis.
• Organize and manage capacity building projects, including education, training and exercises at the
national, regional and international levels to address nuclear infrastructure development issues of
priority for individual Member States or regions.
• Initiate, plan and conduct technical meetings for Member States to review and discuss the status and
progress achieved in nuclear infrastructure and nuclear power programme planning.
• Develop, maintain and promote best practices on key sectional processes for coordinating IAEA
assistance with Member States' national activities.
• Propose the development of technical documents and reports on various aspects of the IAEA's
activities on nuclear infrastructure.
• Provide authoritative information, advice and guidance on nuclear infrastructure and nuclear power
programme planning.
• Coordinate/liaise with external institutions and stakeholders, including donor organizations; gather,
maintain and apply knowledge of international best practice and future trends in the subject area.
• Provide expert technical input and maintain the CNIPs and IWPs for designated Member States;
provide support and relevant expertise for the Integrated Nuclear Infrastructure Review (INIR) missions;
and participate in associated meetings/missions as required.
• Serve as the focal point for the quality of management systems and associated documents and
develop and implement quality plans and quality control procedures for the Testing Laboratory
Activities.
• Observe and propose improvements in Unit processes for efficiency ensuring the optimal use of
resources including drafting new procedures and working instructions or revisions to existing ones.
• Evaluate the Unit’s work in accordance with ISO 17025 and other related reference documents to
identify issues related to conformity with ISO-17025 and prepare and process formal documentation
related to accreditation and external audits.
• Administer, conduct and participate in external and internal audits to ensure and verify that the
Testing Laboratory operations continue to comply with the requirements of the management system
and applicable international standards.
• Broaden and deepen the Unit’s knowledge by:
o Organizing staff training on processes, auditing and references.
o Effectively communicate revisions and staying abreast of in-house changes.
o Generate ideas for process improvement and stimulating discussion.
• Conduct Radiation Safety training needs analyses and arrange or assist in arranging Radiation Safety
training courses.
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Department of
Nuclear Energy (NE)
Division of Nuclear
Power
Nuclear Infrastructure
Development Section

P4

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date: 201603-06,
11:59:00
PM

Department of
Nuclear Safety and
Security (NS)
Division of Radiation,
Transport and Waste
Safety (NSRW)
Radiation Safety and
Monitoring Section

P2

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date: 201603-07,
11:59:00
PM

P5
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Référence

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

• Provide policy and managerial advice to the Special Assistant to the Director General for Management
on issues related to management, finance, human resources, and administration;
• Coordinate work with IAEA Departments/Offices in the areas of management, finance, human
resources, administration and other areas of highly sensitive nature;
• Plan and oversee that activities related to finance, human resources and administration undertaken
by DGOC and ORDG ensure that substantive work programmes and programmed activities are carried
out in a timely fashion, while respecting the independence of OIOS;
• Provides substantive input in the preparation of position papers and reports in the areas of
management, finance, human resources and administration for presentation to Policy-Making Organs
as well as for formulation and implementation of the recommendations by the evaluation reports and
internal audit reports;
• Plan, organize, manage and evaluate the work of the team, continuously reviewing effectiveness,
focusing on priorities and driving for excellence in line with the IAEA's quality management and resultsbased programming approach.
• Represent the DGOC/ORDG, and provide advice and input concerning specific requirements to
interdepartmental groups and bodies on administrative issues, systems and/or processes for
administrative management, and other related activities.
• Participate in the continuous IAEA-wide and DGOC/ORDG-specific improvement processes with a view
to identifying and implementing enhancements to business practices and processes.
• Authorize financial obligations as the delegated certifying officer for the DGOC/ORDG.

Director General's
Office for
Coordination (DGOC)
Secretariat of the
Policy-making Organs
(SEC-PMO)
Special Assistant to
the Director General
for Management

P4

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date: 201603-10,
11:59:00
PM

Department of
Nuclear Safety and
Security (NS)
Incident and
Emergency Centre
(IEC)

P3

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date: 201603-12,
11:59:00
PM

Intitulé du
poste

2016/0098
(138172)

Management
and
Administrative
Specialist

2016/0099
(127799)

Response
Officer
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Enhance arrangements on e.g., information management and the graphical display of
emergency data as well as the simulation of exercise scenario data.
Develop exercise scenarios for internal exercises, including the master events list for the
scenario and the necessary emergency data and exercise injects.
Manage the administration of IAEA's IEC communication channels for contact points in
Member States and relevant international organizations, resulting in a better
implementation rate for successful message delivery during communication tests and in case
of emergencies and more communication details for facsimile, email, telephone and
registered web site users.
- Increase the efficiency of the processes for the administration of the on-call system.

Grade
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2015/0451
(124168)

Intitulé du
poste
Documents
Distribution
Clerk
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Descriptif/Rôle















Receive printed materials, separate quantities for in-house distribution, mailing and storage,
and undertake the relevant tasks to disseminate or warehouse them.

Département
Department of
Management (MT)

Grade
G3

• Dispatch documents and publications, either in hardcopy or in electronic format, to the
Secretariat, Permanent Missions, Member States, institutions and individuals world-wide,
using relevant electronic applications and machines for labelling, packing and franking.
• Prepare shipments for mailing and assist in issuing shipping papers and recording
expenditures.
• Maintain and check mailing lists and make updates to contact data.
• Maintain records relating to IAEA documents and publications, preparing data for dispatch
and stock statistics.
• Assist in maintaining and carrying out inventory of stocks of IAEA publications ensuring
good physical order, effective use of space and accurate records.
• Undertake distribution services at the Board of Governors meetings and the General
Conferences.
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Contrat
Duration in
Months: 12
Contract Type:
Temporary
Assistance Regular

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date: 201603-12,
11:59:00
PM
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2015/0453
(009698)

Intitulé du
poste
Senior IT
Systems
Engineer() -

Descriptif/Rôle














2016/0102
(018734)

SharePoint
Architect
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Ensure the security, reliability and availability of the Department's collaboration platform
and ensure that the systems meet the functional and performance criteria by taking the lead
to plan and implement the actions required to achieve this
• Ensure that the Department's collaboration platform use the most secure, current, and
stable solutions by overseeing upgrades, patches, configurations, regular maintenance and
data integrity checks
• Provide strategic planning and guidance for collaboration platform design, long term
direction and architecture
• Initiate and guide architectural and design changes, while ensuring that existing
collaboration platform features, functionalities, scalability and security requirements are not
negatively impacted
• Perform capacity planning, organize and conduct performance tuning, plan for future
upgrades of hardware and software
• Evaluate, perform proofs of concept, test, and deploy new systems through a controlled
release management regimen
• Ensure that the Department’s collaboration platform is in accordance with security
standards, business needs, industry best practices, and compliance rules
• Ensure data protection of the collaboration platform by designing, implementing and
testing backup and restoration scenarios
• Define administrative and operating guidelines and procedures for the Department’s
collaboration platforms
• Identify, anticipate, mitigate, troubleshoot and resolve collaboration platform technical
issues
• Lead projects on collaboration platform integration with other applications, and participate
in the Department's application development projects as a collaboration platform
infrastructure specialist and solution provider with the overall aim of contributing to wellengineered and integrated solutions
• Coordinate the infrastructure preparation and configuration activities with network,
system, database and security teams to ensure the security and stability of the collaboration
platform
Manage SharePoint projects on a daily basis to ensure that projects
produce the required results. This includes planning and monitoring the
project, directing and motivating the project team, and creating project
documentation.
Ensure the availability, performance and security of SharePoint Services
within an agreed time frame, including all SharePoint Service components
and the Operating System:. such as installation, upgrading, maintenance,
monitoring and development of standard operating procedures.
Provide specialist advice based on professional expertise, supervise less
experienced colleagues, taking responsibility for the overall technical
quality of their work, and provide on-the-job training and guidance to
technical staff.

Department of
Safeguards
Infrastructure Section

P4

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date: 201603-12,
11:59:00
PM

Department of
Management (MT)

P3

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Closing
Date: 201602-25,
11:59:00
PM

Département

Grade
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Intitulé du
poste

2015/0638
(020166)

Safeguards
Training Officer
Réouverture de
poste

PIPHUMAN_HEALTH001

Talent Pipeline
for Human
Health
Professionals
and Experts
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Descriptif/Rôle

Département

The Safeguards Training Officer designs, develops, implements and
evaluates safeguards training courses delivered by the Section. In
particular, the Safeguards Training Officer:
• As assigned, implements the five key steps of the Systematic Approach
to Training: training needs analysis, design of training programmes,
development of training material, implementation of training and
evaluation of training effectiveness;
• Provides training related information for the preparation of training tasks
through Member State Support Programmes and programmatic elements
for the elaboration of the budget of the Training Section;
• As assigned, manages tasks conducted through Member States Support
Programmes;
• Works with technical consultants on training related projects.
In order to provide qualified candidates to IAEA Departments for multiple
positions, the Division of Human Resources keeps a roster of interested
applicants. Qualified professionals and experts worldwide who are
available for short-term and/or temporary assignments are encouraged to
register and create their profiles. If you are interested in working at the
IAEA and fulfil the requirements to work within the HUMAN HEALTH Job
Family, which includes RADIATION MEDICINE (Radiation Oncology,
Nuclear Medicine, Diagnostic Imaging, Medical Radiation Physics) AND
NUTRITION
or in any of the supporting fields listed below, please
complete an online application.

Department of
Safeguards
Division of Concepts
and Planning
Safeguards Training
Section

-

Grade

Contrat

P4

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regul

-

-

Date limite
de
candidature
Closing
Date: 201602-23,
11:59:00
PM

Closing
Date: 201602-29,
11:59:00
PM

Registration into the Pipeline does not constitute in any form a
commitment on the part of the IAEA for taking a particular application into
consideration in the recruitment process for any vacancy. Pipeline
registration is only valid for 2 years. Candidates need to re-register again
after two years of initial date of registration to be considered as an active
pipeline applicant.

Il est vous également possible, désormais, de vous abonner au flux RSS associé, afin d’être informé en temps réel des dernières offres disponibles.
 : Pour plus d’informations sur l’annonce, cliquer sur lien hypertexte dans la première colonne. Pour plus d’annonces de postes vacants à l’AIEA, consulter le site au lien suivant:
https://recruitment.iaea.org/phf/p_vacancies.asp.
Pour information, un niveau P4 exige 7 années d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 110 k$/an ; un niveau P5 exige 10 années d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 132 k$/an ; un niveau D1
exige 15 ans d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 156 k$/an.
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Prévisions de postes à pourvoir à l’AIEA au 1er semestre 2016
Offices reporting to the Director General

Head, Geneva Office (Director General's Office for
Coordination)

P5

Second half 2016

Senior Assistant Secretary (Secretariat of the Policy-making
Organs)

P5

Second half 2016

Senior Legal Officer (Nuclear and Treaty Law Section)

P5

Second half 2017

Public Information Officer/Editor (Internet) (Web, Digital
Media and Public Information Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Department of Management
Section Head (Conference Services Section)

P4

Second half 2017

Reviser (Arabic) (Arabic Translation Section)

P4

First half 2017

Section Head (Chinese Translation Section)

P5

Second half 2017

Section Head (Staff Administration Section)

P5

First half 2016

Unit Head (Recruitment Unit) (Recruitment and Staff
Development Section)

P4

First half 2017

Unit Head (IT Infrastructure) (Enterprise Systems Unit)

P4

Second half 2016

IT Systems Engineer (Infrastructure Services Section)

P3

Second half 2017

Department of Nuclear Sciences and Applications
Section Head (Dosimetry and Medical Radiation Physics
Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Nutrition Specialist (Nutritional and Health-Related

P4

Second half 2016
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Environmental Studies Section)
Radiopharmaceutical Scientist (Radioisotope Products and
Radiation Technology Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Radiation Chemist (Radioisotope Products and Radiation
Technology Section)

P4

First half 2016

Unit Head (Atomic and Molecular Data Unit) (Nuclear Data
Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Fusion and Plasma Physicist (Physics Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Instrumentation Physicist (Physics Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Gamma Spectrometry Specialist

P3

Second half 2016

(Terrestrial Environment Laboratory) Research Scientist
(Biogeochemistry) (Radioecology Laboratory)

P4

First half 2016

Department of Safeguards
Management Advisor (Section for Coordination,
Communication and Security)

P5

Second half 2016

Safeguards Officer (Section for Coordination,
Communication and Security)

P4

Second half 2017

Senior Inspector for State Level Coordination (two posts)
(Department of Safeguards)

P5

First half 2016

Safeguards Training Officer (Containment & Surveillance)
(Safeguards Training Section)

P4

First half 2016

Department of Nuclear Energy
Programme Officer (Office of the Deputy Director General)

P3

Second half 2016

Knowledge Management Specialist (Nuclear Knowledge
Management Section)

P3

Second half 2016

Technical Head (Plant Life Management/Long Term

P5

Second half 2016
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Operation) (Nuclear Power Engineering Section)
Nuclear Engineer (PRIS) (Nuclear Power Engineering
Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Engineer (Spent Fuel Management) (Nuclear Fuel
Cycle and Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Technology Specialist (Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Waste Disposal Specialist (Waste Technology
Section)

P4

First half 2016

Department of nuclear Safety and Security
Departmental Administrative Officer (Office of the Deputy
Director General)

P4

Second half 2016

Incident Reporting Officer (Incident and Emergency Centre)

P3

Second half 2016

Standards Specialist (Safety and Security Coordination
Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Communication Adviser (Safety and Security Coordination
Section)

P5

First half 2017

Senior Nuclear Security Officer (Nuclear Security of
Materials outside of Regulatory Control Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Nuclear Safety Officer (Safety Assessment Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Senior Nuclear Safety Officer (2 positions) (Department of
Nuclear Safety and Security)

P5

First half 2016/ Second half 2017

Nuclear Safety Officer (Research Reactor Safety Section)

P4

First half 2016

Section Head (Regulatory Infrastructure and Transport
Safety Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Regulatory Standards Specialist (Radiation Safety and
Monitoring Section)

P5

Second half 2016
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Waste Safety Specialist (Radioactive Waste and Spent Fuel
Management Unit)

P4

Second half 2016

Unit Head (Assessment & Management of Environment
Releases Unit) (Waste and Environmental Safety Section)

P5

Second half 2016
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Appels d’offre de l’AIEA (site officiel de l’United Nations Global Marketplace)

Référence

Objet

RFP 26925-APG Req 32780

RFP 26925-APG - Req 32780 PAK9037 Gamma beam radiation
protection level calibration system SSDL

Date d’ouverture
de l’appel d’offre

Responsable AIEA

21-Jan-2016

Alessio Pagliarini
a.pagliarini@iaea.org,
Tel: +43 1 2600

Date limite de réponse à
l’appel d’offre
- 23-Feb-2016 17:00

 : Pour plus d’annonces d’appels d’offre de l’AIEA, consulter le site de l’United Nations Global Marketplace au lien suivant: https://www.ungm.org/.
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